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clinton lewinsky scandal wikipedia - the clinton lewinsky scandal was an american political sex scandal that involved 49
year old president bill clinton and 22 year old white house intern monica lewinsky the sexual relationship took place between
1995 and 1997 and came to light in 1998 clinton ended a televised speech in late january 1998 with the statement that he
did not have sexual relations with that woman miss lewinsky, politics the washington post - post politics from the
washington post is the source for political news headlines in depth politics coverage and political opinion plus breaking news
on the obama administration and white house, politics news breaking political news video analysis - the 2018 midterm
elections are fast approaching abc news brings you in depth coverage and breaking political news as voters determine the
senate and house of representatives, 1788 89 united states presidential election wikipedia - the united states
presidential election of 1788 89 was the first quadrennial presidential election it was held from monday december 15 1788 to
saturday january 10 1789 it was conducted under the new united states constitution which had been ratified earlier in 1788
in the election george washington was unanimously elected for the first of his two terms as president and john adams,
united states government thoughtco - united states government learn about the form and functions of the us government
with detailed articles extensive study guides homework helpers and clear unbiased analysis of politics and policy, the
clinton tapes wrestling history with the president - taylor branch is a noted historian and pulitizer prize winner for one of
the three massive and excellent books he wrote concerning the late rev nartin luther king jr and the civil rights movement,
presidential election in michigan 2016 ballotpedia - see also presidential battleground states 2016 michigan held an
election for the president of the united states on november 8 2016 democratic and republican primaries took place on march
8 2016 for both parties michigan was the last major electoral contest before the march 15 primaries and caucuses which
featured five states including florida and ohio, the clinton body count what really happened - the clinton body count new
updated for hillary s 2016 run my thanks to everyone who took the time to write and suggest corrections many changes
have been made to this list based on the info sent in and more will be added in the very near future, i like ike the
presidential election of 1952 american - when the 1952 presidential election campaign began many assumed it would be
a race between harry truman seeking his second full term and robert a taft son of a former president and to many of his
fellow partisans mr republican, communities voices and insights washington times - after just finishing the revealing
book by michael pillsbury the hundred year marathon which outlines in frightening detail the slow but deadly quest of china
to dominate the united states, march 3rd 2018 presidential politics trump - in an effort to keep the daily open thread a
little more open topic we are going to start a new daily thread for presidential politics please use this thread to post anything
relating to the donald trump administration and presidency, c span org national politics history nonfiction books - c
span org gives you access to c span s daily coverage of washington and more than 200 000 hours of extensively indexed
and archived c span video
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